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author offers no evidence to support his own contentions other than "lab-
oratory studies show," "phylobiological investigations show," "my researches
and those of my associates show." A really specific account of the thera-
peutic method to be used, or how the physiological method is to be applied,
is found nowhere in the book, nor are any concrete case histories supplied.
A much-needed glossary, fortunately, is given. -CLYDE MARSHALL
ROSALIE SLAUGHTER MORTON-A WOMAN SURGEON. Fred-
erick A. Stokes Co., New York, 1937. xiv + pp. 399. $3
"My philosophy of life has been one of action. In retrospect I realize
that has been the keynote of my thinking and my doing." That is exactly
what the life of Dr. Morton has been, the action being carried out in widely
divergent fields, entailing associations with such diverse persons as Tolstoy,
Ibsen, and Haffkine. Each of these left its impress on Dr. Morton. It
would seem that a spirit of defiance actuated her in much that she undertook.
In the first place she defied her family by becoming a surgeon, only that she
might fight disease. She was active in the fight for Public Health education,
and throughout her life she has asserted women's rights in medicine. During
the World War conditions in Serbia offered a further battleground for her,
and she became responsible for the establishment of hospitals in that country.
As a corollary to this experience, she has provided college education in this
country for many young Serbians, an experiment which has proved a success.
Dr. Morton was born in Virginia and was the first woman to-practice
surgery in Washington. Later she practiced in New York, and now, in
Florida, she is devoting all her time to the study of arthritis.
The author tells a story of action. At times she reflects on the inter-
relationship of the psychological, sociological, and medical problems of today.
She suggests the formation of a Social League of Nations to alleviate some
of our problems.
All in all, one has the feeling that here is the story of a woman who
has made the most of her life; it is a story well told; fresh and living.
. S. BYRNE
THE CARDIAC GLYCOSIDES. By Arthur Stoll. The Pharma-
ceutical Press, London, 1937. 80 pp. 24 plates.
The plant sources and chemistry of the glycosides of digitalis and its
congeners are discussed in three lectures given under the auspices of the
Academy Council of the University of London. The first lecture presents
a general survey of the chemical nature of glycosides, and a summary of
the results of investigations of others on cardiac glycosides. The second608 YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
lecture deals with the squill glycosides and the structure of the aglucones,
with emphasis on their relation to the sterols. The final lecture deals with
the digitalis glycosides and includes brief data on the toxicity of some of these.
Crystals of the glycosides discussed are shown in twenty excellent plates.
Three plates of historical interest are also included.
The lectures, together wit.h the bibliography of one hundred items, will
be of interest to many physicians and laboratory workers. They appear
indispensible to specialists in digitalis chemistry. -H. G. BARBOUR